

 

Abstract—Building the equipment acquisition no-boundary 

virtual organization is an important part of information 

technology based acquisition construction. This paper analyzes 

the current situation of equipment acquisition organization, 

uses the theories of organization boundary, information 

technology based virtual organization, and the concurrent 

engineering theory, follows the practices of abroad, puts 

forward the thinking of equipment acquisition no-boundary 

virtual organization. 

 

Index Terms—Equipment acquisition, enterprise resource 

plan, boundary of organization, equipment acquisition virtual 

organization. 

 

I. CONCEPTIONS 

The concept of the ERP (Enterprise Resource Plan) is put 

forward by Garter Group, which is famous for computer 

technology consultation and assessment in 1990. The 

essence of the ERP is to take the business process of 

enterprises as a tight connected supplying chain, which 

includes suppliers, manufactories, retail stores, clients and 

so on; the interior of the establishment are formed by several 

subsystems, such as finance department, marketing, 

producing, quality supervision, service maintaining, 

engineering technology, and also the analysis of competitors 

departments [1]. ERP is a kind of management that orients 

the supplying chain, it manage all the links effectively, 

which includes obtaining of order, acquisition, storage, 

planning, producing, quality supervision, transportation, 

sales, service and maintain, finance supervision, human 

resource management, program management and so on [2]. 

It’s the most typically integrated manage mode, which core 

is the integration of the interior and the exterior of 

organization, which could manage the supplying-demanding 

chain, and also realize the synchronization of all applies. 

The boundary of the organization structure means that 

there are five kinds of border, which are vertical, horizontal, 

external, geographic and mental limits. The vertical 

boundary means the internal management level and position 

rank; the horizontal bound is the internal different functional 

department limit; the external boundary is the external 

environment bound between the organizations and the 

clients, suppliers or governmental manage agents; 

geographic boundary makes distinctions between different 

cultures, nations and markets; the mental boundary reflects 

psychological differences which exist in values, faiths, 

perceiving, feelings and evaluations between the 

organization internal units and the external stakeholders [1]. 
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The key points to realize efficient management with 

information technology are to emphasize the supporting of 

information technology, to reduce the level of management, 

and to set up flat organization. As for an organization, too 

strict boundary will lead to misunderstanding and splitting 

among different structure levels or units, when these levels 

or units need to cross the line and collaborate, it will 

consume more material and energy, and the information 

transmitting speed will decrease and information will be 

distortion [3], which relatively lead to the reducing of the 

efficiency of management, the declining of decision making 

speed and the cost increasing. Therefore, the more inflexible 

levels and boundary, the lower efficiency running the 

organization will be. To boost the operation efficiency and 

the economic benefit, keep the business function diversity, 

variety and validity, there should be less boundary between 

different manage levels and units [4].  

Based those theories, the architecture of ERP based 

equipment acquisition no-boundary virtual organization 

includes all the equipment acquisition departments, its 

purpose is to set up the seamless connection between 

equipment acquisition departments and contractors, make 

them to be an integrated organization, which will finally 

improve the efficiency of the acquisition organization 

greatly and lower the operating cost. The foundation of the 

no-boundary virtual organization not only propel the use of 

information technology in defense industry, but also helpful 

to adjust and optimize the organization structure, and useful 

to the environmental foundation of carrying out the 

concurrent engineering [3].  
 

II. ANALYSIS OF BACKGROUND 

There are six steps of the equipment acquisition process 

right now, which are: pre-development, the project 

argument, development, manufacturing and deploying, 

applying and supporting, retiring and scraping stages. These 

steps are based on existing acquisition management, system 

of organization and the method of information transmitting, 

during these steps of equipment life cycle, problems emerge 

in no matter the internal or the external of the equipment 

acquisition organization, these problems include: first, there 

are many levels of equipment acquisition organization 

management, which makes the high cost of management, 

the long terms of decision, and the slowly response speed; 

second, the collaboration of the equipment acquisition 

departments is not good, even more time, they just do things 

in their own way instead of considering the whole life cycle 

of the equipment, the selfish departmentalism is serious; 

third, the competitiveness of equipment developing and 

manufacturing is not highlighted, the efficiency is low; forth, 
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there are wide gaps between equipment acquisition 

departments and contractors, the degree of sharing 

information is lower; fifth, the theory and the model of 

equipment acquisition management need further developing. 

Thanks to these problems, the structure of equipment 

acquisition organization needs reform urgently, there should 

be less boundary among the equipment acquisition 

departments, contractors, subcontractors, users and other 

related organizations, which will make these organizations 

lower their cost when they take part in the equipment 

acquisition actcvities. 

 

III. BUILDING THE ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE 

Based the situation of the equipment acquisition 

organization structure right now, the thinking of building the 

equipment acquisition no-boundary virtual organization 

comes into reality. As the equipment acquisition 

organization, breaking the boundary of structure, then 

founding an effective and cooperative no-boundary 

organization is a systematic process of reforming and 

innovation, which relates to several aspects, such as cultural 

innovation, structure and working recombination, the use of 

new form management, the construction of effective 

information system and so on [5]. Meanwhile, the 

development of information technology also provides 

powerful support for organization and process innovation 

[6]. 

A. The Setting up of the Virtual Organization 

The setting up of the virtual organization makes all the 

acquisition departments, contractors, subcontractors, and 

supporting contractors, which aim at equipment developing, 

manufacture and supporting, be under the shared mission, 

run as one organization. Plan, deploy resource, manage and 

coordinate uniformly [7]; for example, the acquisition 

department’s goal is acquiring high quality equipment, and 

the goals of the contractors are technology innovation and 

more profit. For this reason, with information technology, 

following the normal procedure of building virtual 

enterprise, there are eight steps of building equipment 

acquisition no-boundary virtual organization[8], which are 

analyzing demands, setting up goals, choosing partners, 

building virtual organization, dividing project, optimizing 

process, determining the rules of benefits distribution and 

running the organization[1], as shown in Fig. 1. 

1) Demands analyze. During the step of demands 

analyzing, equipment acquisition departments organize 

some institutes and contractors, based the strategy, the 

mission, the ability of defense science and technology 

and also the ability of economic support, put forward 

new equipment developing needs, determine the tactics 

and technology index, describe the elements such as 

function, performance, quality, price, and also describe 

the core resources and abilities. 

2) Set up goals. Equipment acquisition departments 

contrast resources and abilities of contractors to the 

requiring core resources and abilities, devise the target 

and the mission of the equipment acquisition 

no-boundary virtual organization, plan and project the 

preliminary process [9]. Equipment acquisition 

department also should carry out market investigation 

widely, choose and invite some qualified or potential 

equipment contractors which have better developing 

ability, to analyze and discuss the targets, missions and 

the process of the acquisition no-boundary virtual 

organization adequately, then to form the final 

document. 
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Fig. 1. Steps of building equipment acquisition virtual organization. 

 

3) Choose partners. At this phase, after carrying out the 

competitive bidding or other bidding, equipment 

acquisition departments choose the general contractor 

and the main subcontractor, which form the basic units 

of the equipment acquisition no-boundary virtual 

organization; then according to the bidding results, they 

divide the working or determine their mission. The 

general contractor and the main subcontractor, in 

accordance with the requirements of equipment 

acquisition departments, the virtual organization targets 

and also the concurrent engineering demands, adjust 

and recombine their own institution and business 

process necessarily. After that, general contractor 

chooses supporting subcontractors step-by-step, and the 

selected subcontractors also adjust and recombine their 

own institution and business process.  

4) Build virtual organization. Equipment acquisition 

departments, general contractor and the main 

subcontractor in accordance with matched relations, 

determine the missions of each contractor one by one. 

Under the instruction of the equipment acquisition 

departments, the general contractor takes charge of 
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defining structure, process, resource models of virtual 

organization, analyzing and optimizing the operation 

process, finally constituting an integrated organization. 

5) Project divide. After the foundation of equipment 

acquisition no-boundary virtual organization, the 

general contractor will define the project details and 

assign works for subcontractors.  

6) Process optimize. Based the definition and assignment 

project, the general contractor will redesign the process 

of equipment acquisition no-boundary virtual 

organization, and optimize the working and cooperation 

process.  

7) Determine the profits distribution rules. According to 

the detailed work assignment, the general contractor 

determines missions, capital and resources of 

subcontractors; defines the investigation of 

subcontractors; determine the rules of profits 

distribution, and also the price of equipment developing 

and producing. 

8) Run the organization. When steps into this phase, the 

new formed equipment acquisition no-boundary virtual 

organization starts to run. According to the theory of 

concurrent engineering, demands of acquisition 

departments will be responded rapidly, advanced 

technology and culture will be disseminated widely. 

This promotes the members of the equipment 

acquisition no-boundary virtual organization study from 

each other very well, which will increase their ability 

and level of technology innovation. 

B. The Realize of Virtual Organization Management 

The effective management of virtual organization needs 

the support of network information system platform. How to 

conduct functional departments collaborate with the process 

operations teams, and the process operations teams which 

are in different physical space collaborate with each other, 

are relying on the support of internal and external network 

information system platform [10]. Therefore, after the 

setting up of the virtual organization, there should be a 

network information system support platform to support the 

running of the organization, which realizes the following 

four kinds of integration: 

1) Business Process integration. The organization must 

define and manage the related various business 

processes information in the internal of organization 

that need to exchange, and it is the only way to speed 

up processes, reduce costs and ultimately improve the 

ability to respond to customer needs, which usually 

involves business process management, business 

process modeling and workflow information inflow, 

outflow and other issues. 

2) Application integration. It links up the data and 

functionality of an application to the other, application 

integration is usually used for integration of multiple 

systems, The aim is to integrate data and functionality 

of an application linked with another application. 

Application Integration is typically used to integrate 

multiple systems, such as including integrated 

enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, customer 

relationship management (CRM) systems, supply chain 

management (SCM) systems and other background 

applications, also integrate multiple Web sites, it focus 

on the historical legacy systems and newly developed 

ERP, CRM, SCM and other systems integration. 

3) Information resource integration. In order to achieve 

business process integration and application integration, 

it will inevitably involve the information resource. The 

information resource must first be collected, then to 

classify and format the information, finally store the 

information resource. After these three steps, the 

information resource can be shared between different 

databases. 

4) Software and hardware integration. To achieve system 

integration, the basic structure, software, hardware, and 

the special needs of networks must be integrated in 

order to ensure fast and secure communication systems. 

The integrated platform of the equipment acquisition 

no-boundary virtual organization is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The integrated platform of the equipment acquisition virtual 

Organization. 

 

C. The Case of Virtual Organization 

The classic case of realizing the equipment acquisition 

no-boundary virtual organization is the U.S. Department of 

Defense JSF (Joint Strike Fighter F-35) project. Lockheed 

Martin Corporation in order to complete the JSF design, 

using the information technology to build the world's 30 

countries, 50 companies involved in research and 

development of digital collaborative environment, forming a 

tight connected seamlessly global virtual enterprises.  

1) Flat organizational structure. Various manufacturers, 

suppliers and products in accordance with the target of 

virtual organization process model to complete the 

process of enterprise restructuring. 
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2) Business Process integration. In collaborative Product 

Lifecycle Management (PLM) system integration 

platform, the Martin Corporation partners, suppliers 

around the world can access and integrate real-time data 

about all the plane body design, thus improving design 

efficiency. Also in the product life cycle to maximize 

the use of modeling and simulation tools, further 

reducing development costs.  

3) Information resource integration. In the construction of 

JSF program virtual organization information resource 

system, product data management (PDM) system as an 

integrated platform played a central role. The system 

selected the UGS's Team-center program as a PDM 

solution, through virtual private network (VPN), local 

area network (WAN) and the Internet to provide users 

with a variety of application services. 

4) Network systems and application integration. Project 

JSF uses the UGS’s Product Lifecycle Management 

(PLM) software as the integration platform, constitutes 

the digital collaboration platform which supports the 

operation of the virtual organization. It can conduct the 

collaborative design, manufacture, testing, deployment, 

and tracking on a global scale, and the digital platform 

provides support for customers, aircraft structure 

manufacturers, engine manufacturers, airborne 

electronic equipment providers and other cooperative 

members, it provides supports to achieve their local 

systems with PLM system integration.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Equipment acquisition no-boundary virtual organization 

is an advanced production organization structure, it changes 

the use of complex multi-layered hierarchical structure. In 

the field of equipment acquisition, building equipment 

acquisition no-boundary virtual organization conforms to 

the current trend of equipment acquisition developing with 

information technology, but the research of it is still new, 

and need more testify in practice. Therefore, to build the 

efficient and synergetic equipment acquisition no-boundary 

virtual organization is a course of systematic organization 

reforming and innovating, it emphasizes the value of sharing 

information, decision and so on; it makes the decision and 

information flow and use during the process of equipment 

acquisition.  

As a significant reformation of organization structure, 

equipment acquisition no-boundary virtual organization will 

break the past organizational boundary, not only use the 

levels, functions and other structure boundary to confine 

separations any more. The equipment acquisition 

no-boundary virtual organization breaks the limits which 

lied in persons, missions, process of program, disperse 

locations and such working elements in the past. However, 

concerning the ties of traditional and current administration, 

the particularity and complexity of equipment, the building 

of virtual organization will certainly experience a long time, 

we need do more researches and practices. To build the 

group successfully, we should reform the traditional 

thinking pattern, train more persons who qualified with the 

ability of managing the equipment acquisition information 

resource; meanwhile, we also should exploit the good 

environment and conditions for the equipment acquisition 

no-boundary virtual organization, which is important to 

realize the equipment acquisition management with 

information technology. 
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